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1. Set up

Charging your setting before setting it up

Connect the tracker device with the USB Charger. Plug the USB charger into a
power slot. This can be either a PC or any other USB charging connector that will
connect to a power socket. The LED on the charger cable will indicate that
charging is in progress with a red light. A blue light indicates that your FIND by
Foxsmart is fully charged.
After set-up your device must not be removed from your Eyewear to charge. (Pic)

In some Eyewear models it is advisable to stick your tracker on the inner side of
the temple. Make sure you don’t place the FIND by Foxsmart too close to the
hinge. You should be able to fold both temples completely with the FIND sticked
on. (pic)
If you have a very thin frame the best place to stick your device on, might be the
temple tip. (pic)

It is most important that your glasses maintain a good wearing comfort after you
have placed your tracker onto your frame.
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It is recommended to first find a suitable location on your frame for FIND by
Foxsmart without yet removing the protective layer on the adhesive side of the
device
Please make sure that the surface on your eyewear frame, on which you want to
stick your device is absolutely clean and dry. It is recommended to clean the
surface of your target object with a bit of alcohol before you stick your tracker
device on it.

Carefully remove the protective layer of the adhesive strip from your FIND by
Foxsmart. (pic) Press the device onto the desired place on your Eyewear frame
and you are all set.

Download the Find by Foxsmart App for Android or Iphone from Google Play or
AppStore.
Follow the instructions on your screen.
You will be asked to place your device next to your Smartphone and scan until
the Phone finds your device. It may take up until 10 scanning attempts until the
phone finds your device

After a successful scan you will be asked to give a name to your device. It is
recommended to choose a device name that describes your target object well
i.e. Reading glasses, Sunglasses, Daddy’s keys, etc
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Test the Smart Track (pic) function for the first time.
Place your target object in a place in the same room.
As soon as you have established a connection to your target device (pic) go to
Smart Track (pic) and choose Get direction (pic)

Follow the instructions on your phones screen to receive the direction to your
device. The first result of the Get direction function may be incorrect but don’t
worry, FIND by Foxsmart is a learning system. It will show you a correct direction
already in the 2nd or 3rd attempt. It is recommended to test the Smart Track
function in each room where you usually misplace your target object to calibrate
the antenna of your Phone.
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2. Finding your FIND by Foxsmart

A green button (pic) indicates that a connection is established. Tap the green
button to sound the Alarm.

A grey button (pic) indicates that you have to wait for a connection. If it takes
longer than 32 seconds to establish a connection your FIND by Foxsmart is out of
range. Try to establish a connection in another location by simply walking 3 – 5
meters (10 – 16 feet). The Find App constantly tries to establish a connection
while the main screen is displayed. You don’t have to press anything on the main
screen to try to establish a new connection.
If no connection can be established in any room of your current location, please
go to the last location (pic) button to know where your target object was
connected to your smartphone the last time.

In order to find your target object in a home or office it may be necessary to try to
establish a connection in each room or in the hallway between 2 rooms in which
you could have left your target object.
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3. Finding your target without sounding the Alarm

FIND by Foxsmart uses the most advanced locating method developed by the
Foxsmart engineering team. As soon as you have established a connection to your
target device (pic) go to Smart Track (pic) and choose Get direction (pic)

Follow the instructions on your phones screen to receive the direction to your
device. After the direction was indicated on your screen (pic)
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o to Smart track (pic) and slowly walk into the indicated direction. Take small
and slow steps. Don’t walk more than 1 meter (3.3 feet) within 3 seconds.

The smart track screen will show that you are about 1 meter away from your
object when the scanner goes in the red (pic) area of the screen.
You may now operate the buzzer (pic) to find your target object
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4. Adding devices

You can add up to 15 FIND by Foxsmart trackers into your App
Just go to add devices (pic) and tap the + or – buttons to add or delete devices.

To choose one of the devices in the list tap on it and tap OK. Than go back to the
previous screen to operate the selected device.

5. Security measures

FIND by Foxsmart is water repellant but not water resistant. Don’t wash your
glasses with water or other liquids with your device attached to them.
Sometimes opticians use an Ultra Sound or warm water devices to clean eyewear.
Please advise your optician not to use cleaning devices using Ultra Sound or
liquids to clean your Glasses when FIND by Foxsmart is attached to them.
Clean your glasses carefully with a soft and clean fabric. If your device should fall
off as a result of cleaning your eyewear stick it firmly back on your eyeglasses.
The adhesive tape of your FIND by Foxsmart device will maintain its quality if
prevented from dust, dirt or liquids
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6. Setting up the FIND by Foxsmart as Tracker device for other items than
Eyewear

With the Adaptor you can turn FIND by Foxsmart into a Tracker for any other
item that you often lose or misplace. Simply place the device into the Adaptor
(Pic).

If you use the adaptor you don’t need to stick on an adhesive stripe. Secure the
tracker device inside the adaptor by connecting the spalt ring to the hole of the
adaptor and attach the spalt-ring with the adaptor to the item you want to find.
To remove the device from the Adaptor (i.e. for recharge) remove the spalt-ring
and push with a long and thin object through the hole on the bottom of the
Adaptor and pull the device out at the top of the Adaptor (pic)

7. Trouble shooting and FAQ
Please refer to the support page: https://www.foxsmart.eu/help

https://www.foxsmart.eu/help

